Legacy Community Council Meeting
February 14, 2018
Those in attendance: Chadli Bodliy, Becky Larsen, Lisa Day, Katie Frederiksen, Tara
Reynolds, Nancy Hammond, Kaylene Spraker, Laurie Coleman, Kelsey Bernards,
Candice Prescott, L. Carvel Wilson, Jen Yeager, Vanessa Quan, Melanie Smith, Ryan
Mellor, Marla Call
Visitor: Candice Prescott
TRUST LANDS SPENDING/BUDGET-Chadli Bodliy: As she has looked over the
budget and spending, it looks like we will have $10,000+ left, which we will need to
spend. Possibly spend it on technology and professional training /development.
Chadli would like to see that money used for technology, where every 2 teachers
would be sharing a set of personal devices for students in their classrooms. Chrome
books maybe? These devices would be under our teachers’ control, where they can
keep them and watch over them; not checked out to go home with kids. Sound
systems in rooms breaking down, individual problems within the departments.
No need to vote because we aren’t reallocating the money from somewhere else.
Council decided that extra money would be used for these purposes to supplement
the Refresh monies.
SIP PROGRAM REVIEW
Blended Learning Training- Carv Wilson: He went to the blended learning
conference. Station Rotation allows small group communication almost 10-1 which
is more manageable. This is how his room is set up which is really helpful. He can
teach a lot more in a lot less time. It's student motivated. It has a written portion.
Makes it nice to manage only 10 kids at a time and not everyone at once. They are
looking to expand it to other teachers who would like to learn it. He really likes, as a
teacher he’s not in charge of every aspect of students’ learning. They will need new
headphones. Posting in Canvas is really easy.
Math Collaboration Day-Lisa Day: Math department had their collaboration day in
January. it’s hard with lack of time and feels like they are always behind. So this
collaboration day was so wonderful! The 8th grade department spent time to match
things up from the standards. They also worked on common assessments and
common grading. Format them correctly is important and grading is standard. It
would be helpful to have one more day in the spring.
CTE Collaboration Day-Kelsey Bernards: December they met. CCA talked about
calendar for the rest of the year. They also aligned what they teach with scope and
sequence. February 27th is the College Career day/Reality Town. They are still
looking for volunteers to come and run a booth. Kristy Thomas has it all scheduled
out. This is the first year that the 8th grade is doing Reality Town.
Counseling Department -Candice Prescott- Counceling department gets reviewed
every 6 years. Our counseling department passed. They would like to get feedback.
they have been doing groups- counseling groups are a small group session 8-10
students that address certain things. Self-esteem, stress management, new student,

power skills group (labeling), overall well-being group. Surveyed students at the
beginning of the year, but the numbers of students who are actually in the group are
much less then the numbers reflected in the survey. Teachers are able to be trained
in mindfulness learning through Davis developmental. A huge need for it. Would it
be possible to do this with parents?
White Ribbon Week-Kaylene Spraker: the week of February 20-23, Mindy Talbot
is over this week. The links for all the videos will be on the weekly newsletter. There
will be some lunch time activates on Tuesday and Thursday, short videos shown in
classes, Internet safety, Within 6 clicks, could we add the technology addiction
maybe next year?
Legislative Update-Ryan Mellor:
Natalie Gordon: HB 238 & HB253 they are changing how they are distributing funds.
How trust lands are administered, they won't have to go through as many ?? and
stream line it for the administrator.
Senate Bill 87 Put lock out devices on every door, won't comply with fire code, most
school shootings happen in the common area not as much a class room, but if the
doors are locked usually the shooter moves on.
HB235-Pilot program, forgo the 2nd parent teacher conference. The teacher could go
by and talk to the parents, what they saw was the difference it made with parents
showing up & kids showing up more at school, but they are building a trust.
SB97 It’s about tax equalization, defiantly take to our legislature. Right now if you
live in a school the biggest businesses are Hill AF or the school district. If passed
that means 5 billion more to Davis school district. Distribute equally!
NEXT MEETING MARCH 14th- SIP Planning Day- Media Center- 8:00am-1:00pm

